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Psychologist, Counselor, Therapist and Life CoachAre you a Psychologist, Counselor,

Therapist, and Life Coach looking for a flexible and rewarding way for private practice? Do you

want to grow your client base, set your own schedule, and earn more income? If yes, then

join Mentalzon, the leading online platform that connects specialists in mental health and

clients.About MentalzonMentalzon is a platform where you can create your own

Psychologist, Counselor, Therapist, and Life Coach profile and start your own private

practice. As an employer, Mentalzon has offered flexible work arrangements in the form of

100% remote jobs, including a full-time, part-time, flexible schedule, and work-from-anywhere

jobs for applicants across India and the globe, and provide online or in-person therapy

sessions.As a Psychologist, Counselor, Therapist, and Life Coach, you will be able to:-

Provide online therapy sessions to clients via video, phone or chat- Provide in-person

therapy sessions to clients- Show in your Specialist Profile your personal Phone, WhatsApp,

Instagram, and Telegram.- Set your own rates and keep 100% of your earnings directly from

clients- Receive payments directly and securely via Stripe with just 7% of a transaction

fee- Enjoy full autonomy and flexibility over your practice- Get exposure and visibility on

our website and social media pages- Receive referrals and reviews from satisfied clients-

Write articles and blogs to share your expertise and insights- Adhere to ethical and

professional standards and regulations- Reach more clients who need your

helpRequirements- To be a private practice therapist or counselor on Mentalzon, you need:- A

master's or doctoral degree in psychology, counseling, social work, or a related field- A valid

license to practice in your state of residence if such is required.- At least two years of clinical
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experience in providing therapy or counseling- Proficiency in using online platforms and

technology- A reliable internet connection and a suitable device for online sessions- A

passion for helping people improve their mental health and well-being- A private environment for

conducting sessions.- Reliable Internet connection.Note: This job is open to psychologists,

therapists, or counselors who have a master’s or doctoral diploma and have a valid license to

practice in your state of residence if such is required.
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